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Lego pirates of the caribbean cheats wii



Cheats |  Unlockables |  Tips |  Easter Eggs |  Glitches |  Get more latest LEGO Pirates for guides Caribbean cheats, codes, unlockables, tips, Easter eggs, glitches, tips, cheats, hacks, downloads, tips, guides, SSS, walkthroughs and Wii (Wii). CheatCodes.com everything you need to win every game you
play! Use the links above or scroll down to see all for wii cheats available for Caribbean LEGO Pirates. Every level that is an ocean has a limit made of algae that has been ate by a shark. If (or one of the other characters) the sea goes grassed / they jump under a shark after panic and splash and eat you.
Let the guitar be at th level when you have to go back to the lobby and use the Jacks compass and select the guitar and get to jump the press twice once and find new people (those on the Jacks checklist) after getting the girl she should fall on the guitar. Hidden Points 4 levels in each of the selective
maps 6. After completing all 5 stories for a film, a skull and crossed bones appear on the map. Finally highlight the skull and crossed bones with cursor to win Success or Cup from the edge of the map. Cheat Codes Ammand Corsair ew8t6t Angelica (Disguised) dlrr45 Angry Yamyam vgf32c Blackbeard
d3dw0d Clanker zm37gt Clubber zm37gt Davy Jones 4djlkr Govorner Weatherby Swann ld9454 Gunner y611wb Hungry Cinemyam 64bnhg Jimmy Legs 13glw5 King George rked43 Koehler rt093g Mistress Ching gdetde Phillip wev040 Quartermaster rx58hu Spanish p861jo Twigg kdlfkd Red Hat Unlock
Codes? Lego Pirates of the Caribbean doesn't have code for red hats this time. Treasure x2 can quickly be found jumping on 5 columns on the beach in front of Level Select boards. It costs 500,000 snaps. You must get on your way to complete this faster game! Last Character Green Flash Success You
will find the clock tower on the left side of the balcony above the Tavern. You have to use Jack's compass to find the key on the left. Then place the key on the crank and open it to raise the green bars along the side of the clock tower. Choose a female character and jump into the green bar. Then you will
be able to jump up to the next set of swings and green bars and finally pull yourself on a platform in a 3. This will win you Green Flash Success or Cup. Cheat Codes ew8t6t Ammand Corsair dlrr45 Angelica (Disguised) vgf32c Angry Cannibal d3dw0d Blackbeard zm37gt Clubber We have no unlockables
yet for Pirates of Caribbean LEGO. If you have any lockables, please send them. We don't have easter eggs for pirates of the Caribbean yet. If you have any lockables, please send them. There are no glitches for Pirates of the Caribbean LEGO pirates yet. If there is unlockables please send. Caribbean
Codes, Cheats, Tips and Secrets List of Our LEGO Pirates. You can enter these codes from the main menu, then select Extras, and then Enter Code. Don't you want to cheat to get the Red Hats? Then take a look at our Red Hats Places Guide! Do Bonus Codes mix with Trophies/Achievements? No, I
don't have any. They did not give with previous games in the Lego series, and this time it is no different, because you can continue to earn Achievements or Cups for this game while using cheat codes. Table of Contents Cheat Codes Character Unlock Codes Red Hat Unlock Codes Caribbean Guides
Lego Pirates Secrets Index: How to Activate Character Unlock Codes: You can enter these codes from the Main Menu then select Extras and then enter code. Caribbean Lego Pirates cheats video guide: Lego Pirates List of Caribbean cheats: Ammand – EW8T6T Angelica (Disquise) – DLRR45 Angry
Cannibal – VGF32C Blackbeard – D 3DW0D Clanker – ZM37GT Clubba – 644THF Davy Jones – 4DJLKR Governor Weatherby Swann – LD9454 Artillery – Y611WB Hungry Yamya -64BN HG Jack Sparrow (Drunk?) – VDJSPW (Must be in port) Jacoby – BWO656 Jimmy Legs – 13GLW5 King George
– RKED43 Koehler – RT093G Mistress Ching – GDETDE Philip – WEV040 Quartermaster – RX58HU Spanish – P861JO Twigg – KDLFKD Download Guide PDF, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free iOS App More grog! A pirate, the world is full of adventures, crazy journeys, treasure hunting and struggle. Every
aspect mentioned above can be found in Lego Pirates of the Caribbean: The Video Game. A pirate, the world is full of adventures, crazy journeys, treasure hunting and struggle. Every aspect mentioned above can be found in Lego Pirates of the Caribbean: The Video Game. Traveler's Tales product is
filled with fun elements, puzzles, challenges and, last but not least, hidden objects. How do I find them all? This guide will help you. Here you will find information about the main characters and their skills, as well as the golden bricks that provide access to hidden places. We haven't forgotten about red
hats, special modifiers give you basic bonuses and cheats to unlock the character hard to find. The most important part of this text, of course, is the review. Here you will find a detailed description of all the puzzles and localization of all two hundred tiny bottles. So learning the secrets of all pirates will be a
piece of cake. Let your adventure begin and enjoy it. Szymon Hed Liebert (guides.gamepressure.com) Next Basics Characters Author : Szymon Hed Liebert for gamepressure.com Translator : crazy_witch last updated : May 5, 2016 Guide contains : 45 pages, 798 images. Use the descriptions below to
send your updates and fixes to this guide. Caribbean LEGO Pirates: Video Game Action PC PSP X360 NDS 3DS Wii Guide Videos 5 Files 5 Images 50 DOWNLOAD GUIDE Get an ebook version of this Guide: JOIN FOR UPDATES Gaming community Facebook Youtube Guides Twitter Is not allowed to
copy any images, text or information from this page. This site is not associated with Disney Interactive Studios or Traveller's Tales and/or is not approved. It belongs to the copyright owners of all logos and images. Copyright © 2000 - 2020 GRY-Online S.A. gamepressure.com for unofficial game guides,
trackers, secrets, game tips, maps and strategies for the best games. in: Cheats, Content, Game Reviews (1) Share Spoiler Alert! Wii-Cheats contains information about codes that unlock content into the game. Which can reduce the overall enjoyment of the game! Cheat Mode Enter one of the following
codes in the Unlock section of the Start menu for the corresponding effect. Cheat Effect ew8t6t Ammand Corsair dlrr45 Angelica (Disguised) vgf32c Angry Cannibal d3dw0d Blackbeard zm37gt Clanker Community content is available under cc-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. What is Caribbean Lego
Pirates: Video Game Strategy Guide / Walkthrough / SSS CelebrityGamerZ? Review cheat mode Enter one of the following codes to enable the corresponding cheat function: ResultCode Ammand Corsairew8t6t Angelica (disguised)dlrr45 Angry Cannibalvgf32c Blackbeardd3dw0d Clankerzm37gt
Clubba644thf Davy Jones4djlkr Governor Weatherby Swannld9454Gunnery611wb Hungry Can nibal64bnhg Jack Sparrowvdjspw Jacobybwo656 Jimmy Legs13glw5 King Georgerked43 Koehlerrt093g Mistress Chinggdetde Phillipwev040 Quartermasterrx58hu Spanishp861jo Twiggkdlfkd Minikit and
collection places All tinys, search for compasses and other collection: Port Royal Tortuga Black Pearl Attacks Smuggler's Den Isla De Muerta Red hat places Search all specified places to find fast, health, Hidden and treasure red hats: quick hats dig fast: walk through the starting point in the port, left/west
golden gate. Walk to the left and open the bridge by rebuilding and using barrels for the key. Walk to the bridge to find the red hat. It costs 50,000 snaps. Fast Forge: Walk through the starting point, right/east golden gate in the port. You can walk to the right/east until the end of the docks. Use a character
that can re-create hot metal. Eventually the metal will appear again and the red hat will appear. It costs 75,000 snaps. Quick build: walk from the starting point in the port, through the right/east gate. There are some golden bricks in front of the lighthouse; You need 32 golden bricks. After rebuilding,
destroy, then rebuild. Turn the golden wheel two or three times, enter the new platform and the red hat will be inside the lighthouse. He should get 125,000 snaps. Health Hats Rescue: Walk through the starting point at the port, left/west golden gate. In front of the big inn, you'll see three targets on the
wall. Shoot them all with a character wielding a gun and the red hat will appear. It costs 175,000 snaps. Extra Hearts: Jump into the water with the crocodile, from the starting point in the harbor. Swim to the floating piece of wood. Use a character with bombs and throw it into the water on the glowing rock.
It's going to explode and raise the boards. Then swim to the beach on the south side and turn the wheel tightly until flowers appear on the new bridge. Use a female character to jump off a bridge to the poles. Jump back and forth, the red hat appears. It costs 500,000 snaps. Regenerate Hearts: From the
starting point in the harbour, swim south on the body of water where it is crocodile and go to the beach. Go to the far right on the beach and you will see golden bricks. Rebuild them, then destroy them again and the red hat will appear. He should get 275,000 snaps. Invincible: You need Blackbeard to get
this red hat. From the starting point in the port, walk to the left/west, through the bridge you have created with the golden doorknob and rolling barrels. Inside the shed, on the left side of the room you will see a black and red chest. Use Blackbeard's power to open it. It costs 1,000,000 snaps. Hidden Hat
Disguise Line: Walk through the starting point at the port, right/east golden gate. You'll see a giant lighthouse right away. If you walk behind him, you'll see dynamite in the keg. Use the torch under the dynamite to burn it. When it explodes, the red hat appears. It costs 25,000 snaps. Extra Toggle: Walk
through the starting point at the port, left/west golden gate. You'll see a giant inn. To get to the roof of the Inn, go as far left/west as you can without going through the bridge over the swamp. Go up the stairs and follow the road to the right to find a silver door. Blow it up with bombs or a big gun/bazooka to
find the red hat. It costs 100,000 snaps. Underwater breathing: from the starting point in the harbor, jump into the water with Jacoby. There are three silver chains along the sea floor. Blow it up with Jacoby's bombs. When all three explode, the red hat appears. It costs 250,000 snaps. Red Hat Finder: Walk
through the golden gate on the right/east, from the starting point in the port. Use Jack's compass in front of the giant lighthouse. Point it at the red hat and follow it to a ring of red flowers. Destroy the flowers and the red hat will appear. It costs 300,000 snaps. Minikit Bottle Finder: Swim along the body of
water from the starting point in the port to the southern beach. Then use the Ancient Marine to beat up the crabs. When they get tired, jump on it. and walk to the rock in the middle to find the red hat. It costs 400,000 snaps. Treasure hats are a treasure trove of character: walk through the starting point,
left/west golden gate at the port. Get into the giant inn. There are three silver kegs behind the bar. Blow it up with bombs or a large gun/bazooka and the red hat appears. He should get 150,000 snaps. Treasure Ming: From the starting point in the port, jump into the water and swim to the southern
coastline. You will see golden bricks on the west/left side of the beach. Rebuild them, then destroy them again and the red hat will appear. He should get 225,000 snaps. always double treasure: walk left/west from the starting point in the port. There are two cannons lined up directly to the north and
heading towards the ocean. Use the torch to light the balls. Blow up the three moving targets and the red hat appears. He should get 600,000 snaps. Treasure x2: From the starting point in the port, jump into the water and swim to the southern beach. There are five poles on the coastline. All jump as fast
as possible. Take them all down before one of them gets back on his feet and the red hat will appear. It costs 500,000 snaps. Treasure x4: Walk from the starting point at the port, through the golden door left/west. Walk to the well. To the north you will see a wall sealed by a red and black skull. Use
Blackbeard's powers to open it. Once inside, find a glass cage with a fish inside. Use a singing character to break the glass and the red hat appears. It costs 1,000,000 snaps. Treasure x6: Walk from the starting point in the harbour, through the golden door left/west. Keep walking until you get to the well.
There are three metal/silver objects around the wall. Keep hitting until the red hat comes out of the well. That'll be 1,500,000. Treasure x8: Walk from the starting point in the port, through the golden door left/west. Keep walking to the left until you're in the swamp with the broken bridge. Build the bridge.
Then, drive a barrel to the button on the bridge. Get on a second barrel that crosses the bridge and press the button on the other side. The door will open. Enter the shed and you should see a crate on the south side with white bunnies in it as soon as you enter. Destroy this, the red hat will appear. It costs
2,000,000 snaps. Treasury x10: Walk from the starting point in the harbor, through the golden gate to the right/east. You'll see a giant lighthouse. There are golden bricks in front of the lighthouse. Rebuild them, destroy them again and rebuild the bricks again. Turn the golden wheel two or three times and
go to the moving platform. This light will take you to the first level of the house. Jump and continue climbing to the top of the lighthouse. There's a telescope at the top. Look over it and find the island with the pirate on it. It opens three treasure chests, following the pirate's every move. When the last one
opens, a red hat appears next to it. It costs 2,500,000 snaps. Studs.
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